FINDING THE RIGHT MIX
An all-stock portfolio has the biggest potential upside-and the biggest downside risk. Bonds can
add ballast to your portfolio, even if they lower overall returns.
ANNUAL RETURNS BY PORTFOLIO ALLOCATION (1926-2013)
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In general, the bigger share of
your savings you hope to spend each
year, the more you need to count on
the market to boo t your portfolio. If
you aimed to spend ju t 3% of your
savings a year, your chances of
success with an all-bond portfolio
jump to more than 70%. If you need
to spend down 5% each year, they
drop below 10%. "When you are
behind on saving, you need to be
more aggressive" in terms of stocks,
says Dennis Nolte, a financial
planner in Wmter Park, Fla.
There is another wrinkle. While
investor can expect orne down
year in retirement, the timing of
the market-decline years can mean
the difference between your
savings lasting or not. The bigge t
risk is a evere bear market in the
first few years after you leave the
workforce, because it could force
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you to spend big chunks of your
savings, rather than giving them
crucial extra years to compound.
To head off that risk, one line of
thinking put forward in a recent
academic paper by Pfau and another financial planner posited that
inve tor might consider following
what has been described as a
U- hap d tock-bond glide path:
That is, a portfolio that begins
aggre ively when you are young,
grows gradually more conservative
around retirement time, then become more aggressive again. The
authors ugge ted retiring with 20%
to 40% of your portfolio invested in
stocks, then gradually upping those
level to between 40% and 80%.
While few pro would go that far,
Rand pero, a financial planner in
Lexington, Mass., says this relatively new thinking has helped
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change the way investors approach
the issue: "Don't follow the traditional advice to just keep blindly
reducing and reducing your stocks."
Instead, you need to do a little
math. Look at what would happen
if the stock market took a big
plunge-say, by 50%-and figure
out how your portfolio would fare,
factoring in the reality that you'll
need those savings to pay your
living expenses before the market ~
recover . If you feel confident your
inve tments can weather the
torm, feel free to increase your
stock market exposure, making it
more likely your money will last
your whole life, with perhap
something left over for your heirs.
Spero has clients well into their
eighties and nineties, and he says
they rarely end up with less than
30% of their portfolios in stocks. 1m
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